The National Union of Students
acknowledges the traditional owners of the
land, the Wathaurung people. We recognise
the Ballarat region, in which is where we hold
our National Conference as land belonging
to the Wathaurung people, and acknowledge
the ongoing spiritual and cultural importance
of the land to Wathaurung people today.
We pay our respects to Elders past and
present, and extend our respects to all
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander First
Nations Peoples. We recognise that the
interference into culture and the removal of
land from Aboriginal people that is littered
throughout Australian history has caused
systematic dispossession and disadvantage.
We must reflect on the privilege of many
to now call Australia home, a privilege that
has come at the expense of stolen land and
the dispossession of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander First Nation cultures. It is
our responsibility to never forget the past,
and work together always remembering
and learning to create a meaningful future.
Australia has always been, and always will be
Aboriginal land. This we recognise.
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Student Values Survey Results

Summary of NUS & Higher

Education in 2018

2018 has proven to be a tumultuous year for Australian
higher education. Before our term even started $2.2 Billion and 9,500
commonwealth supported places were cut through non-legislated
means, which has exacerbated ongoing access and quality issues for
Australia’s 1.4 million university students.
Despite ongoing attacks in the Liberals’ war on young people, the
ational nion of tu ents has soli i e stu ent issues on the national
agenda. We have exposed the toxic culture of sexual violence at
our universities, pressured politicians to rehabilitate our punitive and
dysfunctional welfare system, and challenged university ties across
the country to weapon manufacturing.
This year we’ve seen a 19.3% increase in participation at NUS annual
conferences, with more students engaging with the national union and
the direction of the student movement. Approximately 700 students
attend one of these conferences each year.
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The national union has also seen a sizable surplus of $133,000. This has
been a result of reducing conference costs, increased affiliations from
campuses and updating or entirely ceasing contracts from outdated
services which no longer meet our needs.
My strong recommendation is that this budget surplus is invested
into additional human resources for NUS. We need to remunerate our
unpaid office bearers, and increase the number of staff hours to reduce
the daily administrative tasks of the National President and General
Secretary.
Following the direction of the 2017 NUS National Conference, we’ve
significantly increased NUS’ administrative transparency. All 2018 office
bearer reports, minutes, submissions, and flights are publicly available
on the NUS website. We hope that future office bearers seek to do the
same.

Higher Education Student Loan
Amendment Bill 2018 (HESLA)

In February, Federal Education Minister Simon Birmingham announced
the HESLA Bill, which sought to lower the minimum repayment
threshold of the Higher Education Loan Program (HELP) debts by 18%
from $54,869 to $44,999. The legislation also introduced a combined
loan cap on the amount a student can borrow under the HELP system
of $104,400.
The National Union of Students partnered with the Council of Australian
Postgraduate Associations (CAPA) in the Bury the Bill campaign, which
pressured Senate crossbenchers to reject the proposed legislation, and
negotiate necessary amendments to minimise the damage to higher
education. This was the first collaborative campaign between the peak
student organisations in our 31 year history.
NUS made a submission to the Bills inquiry (available here: http://nus.
asn.au/en/nus/research) and I was selected as a guest witness for the
Senate hearing to advocate on behalf of Australian students.
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NUS and CAPA commissioned research into the accumulative cost
of undergraduate and postgraduate qualifications in contrast to the
proposed loan cap, to assist in our lobbying of key crossbenchers. Our
research identified almost 40,000 students that are currently enrolled
in combination courses which exceed the cap, and would be forced to
pay part of their tuition fees upfront.
This research assisted in lobbying several members of the crossbench
to reject the legislation including Senator Derryn Hinch. Through our
lobbying we were able to pressure Nationals Senator Steve Martin to
cross the floor and vote down the legislation. The legislation narrowly
passed by a single vote in the Senate.

2018-19 Federal Budget

In May, the Government announced the 2018-19 Federal Budget,
which failed to address any of the deep-rooted problems that young
Australians and students face today. Members of the National OfficeBearing team worked from Parliament to ensure NUS was able to
effectively respond to all budget announcements, support all member
organisations, expand social media outreach and communicate with
media advocating on behalf of students.

2017 Student Finances Survey

Every five years since the mid-1970s, Universities Australia has
commissioned a detailed study on cost of living challenges for Australian
University Students.
In 2017, 18,500 students participated in the survey, and much of the
analysis and direction of the report was completed in 2018. As national
president I sat on the working group and collaborated on the strategies
to maximise exposure of the reports key findings.
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Since the last survey in 2012, we’ve seen the introduction of the demand
driven system, cuts to penalty rates and a shift towards a punitive welfare
system. The results reflected these worsened conditions for students,
with 15% of university students regularly forfeiting food or necessities
because they can’t afford them; Additionally, one in ten students defer
their studies because they could not afford to continue.
Through a coordinated media strategy, NUS and other stakeholders
were able to highlight the issue of student poverty, and lobby key political
groups. Since the release of the survey, both the Australian Greens and
the Australian Labor Party have committed to reviewing and increasing
income support.

NUS in the Media

Throughout the year NUS continued to strengthen its position as
a relevant, active and organised body within the Australian higher
education sector.
Through utilising media analytics support I was able to increase NUS
media engagement, with multiple TV spots on shows such as The
Project, ABC news, 60 minutes, as well as regular print and radio
coverage.
This year NUS has further expanded its coverage in print media, with
regular opinion pieces published in national publications such as The
Australian. All of NUS’ media releases for the year can be found in an
organised manner on our website (http://nus.asn.au/en/media).
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NUS Involvement in Quality Assurance

With a chronically underfunded higher education system, universities
have been forced to cut down essential learning services hindering the
quality of education.
NUS has actively engaged in quality assurance through its partnership
with the Tertiary Education Quality Standards Agency, helping formulate
the Student Expert Advisory Group. As a consultant, NUS provided
advice to the Federal regulator on the approaches and strategies relating
to the regulation and quality assurance of higher education providers,
with particular reference to the engagement of students.
NUS also participated in the
Deputy
Vice
Chancellors
(Academic) Qilt+ Working Group
which sought to provide advice
to Universities Australia on higher
education data. With the Liberals
proposed performance based
funding in 2019 for universities,
this has been an incredibly
important opportunity to voice
student concerns and protect the
quality of higher education.
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NUS Research Department

This year we revitalised the NUS research department to support the
student movement in their activism. We’ve increased the number of
written submissions to State and Federal Parliamentary inquiries,
worked with affiliates and other key stakeholders to develop sector
leading research into HELP loan caps (which has been published in
the Australian Universities Review), conduct countless freedom of
information requests to Australian universities, as well as facilitate a
Student Values Survey founded on strong methodological thinking and
analysis to provide statistically sound results.
For further information on NUS’ research, read the research officers
annual report.

Gearing Up for a 2019 Federal Election

We got it wrong. Although anticipating and working towards a 2018
Federal election, we’re now expecting a federal election to be called in
May 2019.
In preparation for a 2019 federal election, NUS introduced the Student
Values Survey, which provides NUS with a more representative indication
of the values and beliefs of Australia’s 1.4 million university students.
NUS developed a report of our findings, which will assist future office
bearers in formulating federal election policy on behalf of students, and
through extensive methodological evidence will assist in lobbying key
election demands to candidates.
Thank you to Abby Stapleton, Sinead Colee, Sebastian Horey, and Idris
Martin. While your time shaping the national union has passed, your
support and guidance throughout the year has been instrumental in
strengthening the NUS for years to come.
Finally to my colleagues Kate Crossin, Jake Cripps, Jordon O’Reilly,
Kayla Dickeson and Hamish Richardson - it’s been an absolute honor
working alongside you all this year. May your passion for social equality
continue to shape Australian society for the better.
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My term as the NUS General Secretary has flown
by. It has been a wild ride and I am so thankful to
have been given the opportunity to help grow and
ensure the success of the National Union. Some of
my most effective work was done in the organisation of
some of the biggest conferences the Union has seen and contributing
to some of the key campaigns in collaboration with other Officers. This
year we were also able to achieve an impressive surplus through an
increase in affiliations meaning we have finally started to put the union
back on track to financial prosperity.
This year has been non-stop from day one but I would not change
anything for the world. The fast-paced, highly demanding nature of
NUS is what motivates me, and inspires me to do better for students,
the National Union and myself. I am humbled and proud to share what
has been achieved in the past 12 months and my contributions to those
achievements as General Secretary.
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Handover

In collaboration with the outgoing 2017 General Secretary, we created
a handover document to ensure continuity between incoming and
outgoing National Officer Bearers and to ensure the success of the 2018
National Office Bearing team. The documents included relevant policies,
key contact information, history of the National Union of Students and,
most importantly, guides on how to complete key administrative tasks
required in their roles. This meant that incoming National Office Bearers
had the information they needed to be successful and transparent in
their work, but also reduce any uncertainty and allow for individual
autonomy.
President’s Summit
Directly after Handover we went into full swing of organising President’s
Summit (Pres Summit). Here, I worked seamlessly alongside the NUS
President to organise a 3 day, 2 night conference at Deakin University,
which essentially taught campus leaders and National Office Bearers
“How to Be Effective Leaders in the Student Union Movement”.

NUS Video

During President’s Summit we took the opportunity to film a NUS
Welcome video. The idea of this video was to educate non affiliated
campuses, students and visitors on what exactly NUS does. It detailed
some history and success of the Union, served as an introduction
to the Union and promoted our talented office bearers and campus
leaders. This video has since been sent to all NUS affiliates, published
on Facebook, twitter and other social media platforms, and has also
been uploaded to the NUS website.

Orientation Week

During semester one Orientation Week, I primarily focused on aiding the
Welfare Department’s ‘Your Rights at Work Uni and Home’ campaign.
The Welfare Officer and I travelled to 13 different campuses across
10 days and gained over 1,000 signatures for the campaign petition.
During this time, I was also able to establish connections with campus
and collective leaders across the country.
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Website
One of the many things we sought to improve about the NUS image this
year was the information and documents we shared online, a process
made easier by last years necessary investment in a new website.
Our primary concern was ensuring that our historic documentation
was available including minutes from National Executive meetings and
National Conferences, policy booklets from National Conferences,
National Office Bearer reports and any other useful documents from
previous years.
Affiliations
This year we were able to streamline and ensure support for campuses
in the affiliation process. This included:
• The creation of an affiliation guide with the inclusion of regular
contact and visits to campuses;
• Having original invoices sent out earlier than any year previously;
• Having branded and standardised invoices;
• Ensuring invoices were sent out the day after the Fee Review
Committee, allowing campus president’s to know exactly what
they’re paying for;
• Providing affiliation and audit reports upon request.
As a result, we have seen an increase in affiliations from accredited
campuses this year! This was also due to increased communication,
increased amount of campaigns and the continued support from the
NUS President and myself.
We have seen an increase in affiliation fees from campuses with lower
operating budgets as well as a commitment to increasing their affiliation
in the upcoming years. This highlights the growing relevance of the
National Union of Students and the importance of having active National
Office Bearers, State Officers and campus representatives. Thank you
to those affiliates who:
• Increased their affiliation and
• Affiliated promptly.
A warm thank you to our National Office Bearers and the National
President for your continued hard work that contributed to increased
affiliations.
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Connections

Over the course of the year I have been continually staying in touch with
different organisations and key stakeholders to establish a resource
that will help NUS secure support, grants, advice and information in
the coming years. This will allow the General Secretary to further aid
Office Bearers in their campaigns. So far, the strongest connections
that we have established and maintained have been with the Australian
Council of Trade Unions, Victorian Trades Hall Council, Australian Union
of Jewish Students, Council of Australian Postgraduate Associations,
Council of International Students Australia, the Australian Labor Party,
the Australian Greens and individual campus unions.
Build a Better Budget
The 2018 federal budget campaign was perhaps the most insane week/
campaign I have been apart of. Here, I worked collectively with other
NUS Office Bearers to campaign and lobby the federal government
to Build A Better Budget. We saw an increase in media presence and
expressions of interest from different key stakeholders. In particular, we
had a brilliant response from Tanya Plibersek’s Office, who helped us
endlessly. Moreover, Ged Kearny’s and Terri Butler’s Offices were all
outstandingly helpful. Some of the key achievements in that week alone
were:
• Lobbied Federal Politicians and gained support for the campaign;
• Ran a successful online campaign and snap action to flip
Derryn Hinch’s vote, which was reported on by multiple media
outlets;
• Saw the most engagement ever on an NUS Facebook post;
• Filmed an ad-hoc informational video for campus affiliates;
• Got picked up for interviews and reports by multiple different
news stations; and
• Released over 20 press releases.
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NUS Budget

The 2019 NUS Budget is something I am very proud of. We worked
extensively on it, ensuring the we are prepared for the Federal Election,
while also ensuring we maintain a decent surplus in the 2018-19 financial
year. By creating the new line item ‘investments’, the NUS General
Secretary and NUS President can decide on an ethical organisation
to invest in, so we can see a return bi-annually. Admittedly this is only
a small amount of money but as with all good financial decisions, it’s
about the long term. If we continue to reinvest our profits from this
line item, we will be getting more money in return and start to make
substantial financial revenue. This is a great legacy to be leaving behind
and I am excited to see the future of NUS sitting in financial stability.
Before I finish writing my FINAL report for the NUS, I want to extend
a warm thank you to all the affiliated member organisations, State
Branch Presidents, National Office Bearers, particularly Kate Crossin,
the Women’s Officer, Mark Pace, the President, and Jordon O’Reilly,
the Welfare Officer.
I hope to see a future of NUS bringing in and prioritising financial
surpluses every year so that the union will continue to prosper. Good
luck to future National Office Bearers - stay passionate and things will
work for you.
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The Liberals have continued the war on students
this year. Federal funding cuts, the HECS
repayment threshold and caps on debt were all
passed through abruptly in December 2017, and
2018 has seen the Government float potential attacks on
students’ rights to politically organise and protest.
On a campus level cuts and restructures have accompanied ongoing
corporatisation of higher education, with the arms industry becoming
especially entrenched. Campaigning against Government attacks,
campus restructures and corporatisation, as well as fighting for broader
social justice issues and in solidarity with other unions, have been the
priorities for the Education office in 2018.

Fighting cuts and restructures

The first major rally of the year took place on March 21, with students
in nine major cities and regional centres coming out to protest against
the Government’s Mid Year Economic Financial Outlook cuts and
plans to change the HECS repayment threshold. This was followed
up with more localised actions, including a rally outside Liberal HQ in
Melbourne. Campus campaigns against restructures and cuts kicked
off at the same time, peaking with a rally of over 200 students at Monash
university, and a similarly large protest at JCU in Cairns.
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Books not Bombs

The Books not Bombs campaign was launched at the Education
Conference at Flinders University in July, which brought together student
activists from around the country and important political and activist
figures, including Greens politician David Shoebridge, who spoke
alongside myself to launch the campaign. Throughout the year I worked
in alignment with the Disarm Universities network and students across
the country to set up collectives, organise research and campaign
events to highlight the growing influence of arms manufacturers on
university campuses.
Several campuses launched the campaign in semester two, with guest
speakers including Adam Bandt, numerous academics and union
activists. Encouragingly, the National Tertiary Education Union has
endorsed the campaign. Protests have taken place on campuses as
well as outside arms exhibitions in major cities, such as the Syndicate
and Unlocking Global Defence conferences in Melbourne.
In July I also attended the Students for Sustainability conference,
organising a workshop on the campaign and talking to students and
peace activists from around the country. As an anti-militarist campaign,
Books not Bombs has also played a role in co-organising rallies against
racism, including demonstrations against the deportation of refugees
and far-right xenophobe Fraser Anning in Queensland.
The growing militarisation of Australian society and of our universities
in particular will make continuing to campaign for an education system
free of ties to arms manufacturers and important concern for students
going forward.
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Campaigning for social justice

Continuing from the excellent work done by NUS and trade unions in
the campaign for marriage equality last year, I’ve continued to use the
Education office to organise and promote rallies for an array of social
justice causes, including refugee rights, the environment, and opposing
the far right. A particular highlight was a counter-rally against the far
right ‘March for Men’ in Melbourne, co-organised with the National
Women’s and LGBTI officers, as well as the Campaign Against Racism
and Fascism. I spoke at and helped promote protests for the National
Tertiary Education Union, including at its contingent to the 100,000
plus Change the Rules rally in Melbourne in October, which involved
staff from both Monash and Victoria Universities who were on strike.
At the time of writing we’re still organising rallies against the far right
in December, as well as preparing for the high school walkout against
climate change.
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The Welfare Department has had a stellar year
working hard to increase Newstart and youth
allowance, address the unavailability of studentfriendly housing, the fighting to reinstate penalty
rates! Generational inequality is at its highest since
the depression and this means that it’s becoming
increasingly harder for students to study full-time
while trying to support themselves.

#RAISETHERATE

Born out of the NUS Housing Survey 2017, we launched a campaign
demanding a raise in Newstart and Youth Allowance. I spent most of
this year collaborating with the Australian Council of Social Services in
asking the major political party’s to support an increase in the rate of
Newstart and Youth Allowance. We’ve also put media pressure on the
Federal Government by facilitating the publishing of countless student
stories in the media - Thank you to all those who allowed their story to
be used. At the time of writing this report, the Coalition Government has
been silent on the issue. However we have been successful in lobbying
the Labor Party to commit to conducting a review into Newstart and,
pending those results, they will look into raising these payments. We
have also seen The Greens have come forward supporting an immediate
increase by $75 per week and further annual increases.
We’ve also had the chance to consult Universities Australia on a report
they have commissioned from lead financial firm KPMG in regards to
student finances. While it’s great to have built the foundations for this
campaign I can’t wait to see where this goes in the lead up to the
Federal Election.
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Everybody’s Home Campaign

We joined with Kate Colvin from Everybody’s Home to become a partner
in their campaign to increase social and low-income housing in Australia.
This organisation has been a great contact for the Welfare Department
providing lobbying packs to campuses as well as collaboration on
media opportunities. The campaign has 5 calls to action:
• Supporting increases to commonwealth support incomes
(Newstart, Youth Allowance, etc);
• Better Renters rights to remove no grounds evictions;
• A plan to end homelessness by 2030;
• A National Housing Strategy; and
• Support for new homeowners.

O-Week

In Orientation Week this year we got out onto campuses to get students
to sign the petition to ‘Stop the War on Young People’. Our petition
called on Malcolm Turnbull to prioritise the issues of young people by
reversing the cuts to penalty rates, increasing youth allowance and
reversing cuts to higher education. Throughout O Week we got students
to take photos and send a message to Malcolm Turnbull (via cardboard
cutout) about ending the war on students.

Stakeholder Partnerships

This year we joined together with the Australian Council of Social
Services (ACOSS) as a member of their National Campaign Group. This
has allowed us to form a coordinated lobbying and advocacy effort
which has saved the time and resources a number of organisations
as well as given NUS a seat at the table, allowing us to ensure that
any National Campaign has a strong focus on students. This has also
solidified the working relationship between NUS and ACOSS, opening
up the potential for future campaigns together.
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Turnitin

This year, I worked in collaboration with Turnitin in areas of student
academic integrity policy development. Turnitin is in the process
of releasing new technology to catch students who Contract Cheat
(Buying essay papers, assignments etc), which I have been consulting
on and helping to develop strategies to roll out the new technology as
well as introduce educational units ensuring students have a proper
understanding of academic integrity and how to navigate academic
integrity policies. I have continued to push a stance of education before
punishment when it comes to academic integrity, while also highlighting
the external pressures on students which lead them to consider
practices that breach academic integrity.

Submissions

The Welfare Department has made two formal submissions in 2018 - a
submission to ACOSS on what the NUS believes are they key issues
for students in regards to social services and a submission to the NSW
Healthy Food Inquiry which made recommendations in regards to cost
of living, wages and income support and the lack of affordable housing.
Both of these submissions can be read, in full, on the NUS website.

Lobbying

The National Union of Students has been instrumental in advocating
to state and federal politicians on behalf of students. In collaboration
with other National Office Bearers, NUS has successfully met with the
Member for Bruce Julian Hill, in regards to HECS debt recovery from
deceased estates as well as running a social media campaign and snap
protest to push Senator Derryn Hinch to vote down the Higher Education
Student Loan Amendment Bill. Both of these short campaigns were
successful in getting these politicians to clarify their stance on these
issues.
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Conferences

For the third time, the department ran a Welfare Day at the NUS
Education Conference. We hosted Australian Council of Trade Unions
Assistant Secretary Michael Borowick who spoke to the conference
about the Change the Rules Campaign, Kate Colvin from Everybody’s
Home and a number of Welfare related workshops from student
representatives and activists.
This year I featured on a Q&A panel at the Higher Education Research
and Development Society of Australasia Conference. The panel, which
also included the President of the Council of Australian Postgraduate
Associations and students from various areas of the higher education
sector including those from prison reform higher education, focused
on what is impacting students in higher education and how to achieve
educational outcomes for students.
The National Union of Students has made great strides to improve its
level of advocacy, lobbying and influence over the last 4 years and I
am privileged to have played a role in that. In this time I have seen
this organisation grow despite constant attacks from successive
federal governments and since the collapse of compulsory student
unionism. I would like to wish the 2019 Office Bearers the best of luck,
especially the Welfare Officer, who will have a mammoth task of fighting
what we expect to be a blatant attack
on students and their welfare in the
upcoming federal election.
I would like to thank the following
people for their support this year; Jake
Cripps, Kate Crossin, Mark Pace,
Jordan Mumford, Jason Byrne, Mikaela
Wangmann, Alfred Lowe, Kathryn
Venning, Ashley Sutherland, Vanesa
Song, Nick Dourous, Nathan Croft,
Niall Cummins, Lewis Whittaker, Inez
Penrose and Sophie Johnson.
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Women’s Officer
Kate Crossin
2018 has been a huge year for women’s officers
and women students across the country. From
day one we’ve been making noise on campuses
and in as many spaces as we can. We’ve been
speaking up about sexual violence, hazing,
sexism and issues that matter to women and nonbinary students on and off campus. The experiences
of women on campus still need improvement, we still
have work to do to end racism, homophobia, transphobia and ableism
inside university structures and on our campuses - but this year has
given me the confidence that the student movement will work its
absolute hardest to improve the lives for all women and non-binary
students.
In order from start to finish, here’s a little more detail about what the
NUS Women’s department has been up to this year.

#MeToo QANDA

In January, the ABC announced a special episode of QandA with
discussion to focus on the #MeToo movement. This also came with a
shock announcement that alleged sexual predator Charles Waterstreet
would be included in the panel. The NUS Women’s Department and
21 other women’s officers (both current and past) signed onto an open
letter to the ABC calling for Waterstreet to be removed from the panel.
This resulted in Waterstreet stepping down from the program.
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Consent Matters* (
*if it makes us look good

I can hear the audible groan from women’s officers around the country
as they read the words ‘consent matters’. The start of the academic
year saw many universities grasping at straws to introduce programs
and initiatives in response to campus sexual harassment and assault.
Their golden idea (read: cheap fix) was to introduce consent matters,
an online consent module with stick figure diagrams and a click through
questionnaire that does nothing to educate about consent or healthy
relationships. The module was rolled out with little to no consultation
with students and with major inconsistencies across the country, with
some making the module compulsory, some only rolling out to first year
students and some allowing you to retake the module over and over in
one sitting until you got the questions right.

THE RED ZONE

As O-Week rolled around, we saw the release of the End Rape On
Campus report, ‘The Red Zone’. This report detailed the toxic culture of
sexual violence and hazing at residential colleges that has been publicly
reported on and continually ignored by institutions for almost 90 years.
The Red Zone Report focused largely on the residential colleges
at Australia’s leading universities, such as the University of Sydney,
reignited the national conversation about sexual violence on campus
and also included recommendations to universities which have been
endorsed by NUS.
Women’s Officers, collectives and student organisations around
the country have coordinated really great actions in response to the
reports about their colleges and I’ve had the pleasure of attending and
supporting many of these actions. It’s clear that any continuation of a
campaign to end sexual violence in higher education institutions must
have a large focus on the safety and wellbeing of students at residential
colleges.
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The department’s response to this module was that it was a cheap,
tokenistic way for universities to act as though they were taking action
on sexual violence; consent matters is a flawed module that will do
very little to prevent sexual violence or change dangerous cultures on
campus. This response was communicated to all women’s departments
and collectives to ensure a consistent message across the country.

We Will Not Be Silent

We Will Not Be Silent launched in Semester 1 O-Weeks and was the key
campaign of the 2018 Women’s Department. Feminist activists across
the country joined together, dressed in our black campaign shirts to
talk to students at stalls, hold snap actions during O-Weeks, collect
hundreds of petition signatures, meet with state and federal MP’s and
demand action from university management. We set clear demands
and expectations about how institutions needed to address this crisis
and we weren’t afraid to call them out when they let us down.

Aug 1

We started the year with a goal to hold a National Day of Action (NDA)
against Sexual Violence at universities and August 1st marked the
one year anniversary of the release of the ‘Change the Course’ report.
Activists started organising for the NDA at Edcon and Network of
Women Students Australia conference and we had a number of link
ups in the lead up to the day.
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We held ‘5 Days of Rage’ with collectives and departments across
the country holding stalls, screenings, panels, workshops, vigils and
actions in the 5 days leading up to August 1st. On the day, thousands of
students across the country gathered on campuses at rallies, vigils and
speak outs to demand action from universities on sexual violence. As a
direct result of the August 1st NDA, a number of universities responded
to our demands and have since taken action recommended by their
student reps.
I want to give particular thanks to Molly Willmott and Kareena Dhaliwal,
the University of Melbourne Student Union Women’s Officers, who went
above and beyond in the organisation of this NDA and to whom I owe
an insane level of thanks.

Labor’s Early Christmas Present

From February of this year, the Women’s Department formed a
partnership with End Rape on Campus, Fair Agenda and The Hunting
Ground - Australia to call on the Federal Government to introduce and
independent, expert-led national task force to investigate university and
residential colleges responses to sexual violence and to ensure they
were being transparent and accountable for these actions.
After numerous meetings with the former Minister for Education Simon
Birmingham, the national task force was ready to be announced by the
Government in September. But of course, the Liberals couldn’t keep
their party together long enough to see this
through and by the time the dust settled after
the #LibSpill, we had an ultra-conservative
Education Minister who chose to align himself
with an investigation into freedom of speech on
behalf of a rape apologist rather than prioritise
student safety.
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On the very day I am writing this report, the Labor party has announced
it will set up this national task force if elected at the next federal election,
with $1.8 million dollars set aside to fund its creation and operation.

I want to say thank you to everyone who has supported me and this
department throughout the year especially Mark, Molly, Desiree, Zack,
Abby, Lachlan, Nina Funnell, Sharna Bremner, Renee Carr, Alison Henry,
Tanya Plibersek and Staff.
Special thanks to the Women’s Officers and activists around the
country and the countless survivors who have spoken up about their
experiences - this year couldn’t have happened without you.
I would also like to pay tribute to the guiding principles of Feminism,
Unionism, Socialism and Democracy. May these be the pillars that carry
the Women’s Department for years to come.
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We went into this year with the orientation of
trying to mobilise the maximum amount of
students into activism around issues specific
to the LGBTI community, and against the
political right more generally. We wanted to
use the position of the LGBTI department, the
resources and connections of NUS as a whole,
and the momentum from last year’s marriage equality
victory to galvanise left wing students. We’re happy to say that this has
been carried out.
We’ve campaigned against the gay conversion “therapy” movement.
Scott Morrison refused to condemn it even after presented with a petition
signed by s 45 000 people. Off the back of this outrage we organised
demonstrations in Melbourne and Canberra and helped promote a
similar action in Sydney. We worked with the Greens, SOCE Survivors,
Equal Love, Diversity ACT, Spring Out, and other LGBTI community
groups. At the Melbourne rally, a trans survivor of conversion efforts
decided that we should march upon the church which had attempted
to impose heteronormativity upon a fellow activist.
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We’ve set up a campaign in Canberra to defend LGBTI Commonwealth
Games athletes seeking asylum in Australia. They’re facing deportation
to imprisonment, corrective rape, and torture after they were outed in
the athletes village. An open letter we wrote to the Immigration Minister
calling for ministerial intervention has been signed by national trade
unions and Federal members of parliament. We organised protest
actions, went with the athletes to support them when they met with
the ACT minister for multicultural affairs, and worked closely with the
Rainbow Refugee Action Collective in Canberra.
We’ve helped coordinate and promote campaigns against the Liberals
and the far right. When the a transphobic and misogynist March For
Men was called by far right groups, we helped to organise and chair
a successful counter rally against it. We’ve organised counter rallies
against other far right groups in Melbourne alongside the Campaign
Against Racism & Fascism.
For International Day Against Homophobia, Biphobia, Intersexism, and
Transphobia day we organised a national poster campaign against
homophobic and transphobic bullying. We distributed posters to over
20 university campuses, and organised
mass sticker runs in bathrooms with “We
All Need to Pee” stickers to fight against
transphobic and genderqueer bullying.
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When the Australian Government disgracefully refused to allow heroic
trans and anti-war activist Chelsea Manning into the country we
organised protests in both Sydney and Melbourne, working alongside
the Greens, EvoLens and Victorian Socialists.
We think NUS should play a leading role more generally to push
progressive sentiment into action. We’ve used our position to support
other campaigns such as the Stop Adani movement, International
Women’s Day, union rallies & pickets, and the refugee rights campaigns.
We’re proud of our efforts this year and hope this same orientation is taken
into the next. We believe that making the NUS LGBTI department an
activist body, forming links to other campaigns and groups, introducing
protest politics to hundreds of students for the first time, and jumping
on every opportunity to turn progressive sentiment into action has put
NUS in a good position for future struggles against oppression and
attacks on LGBTI students.
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Join the Fight - Demand

Disability Rights Campaign
In 2018 the NUS Disabilities Department ran the
Join the Fight - Demand Disability Rights campaign,
shaped by a number of policies submitted to the 2017 NUS
National Conference. This campaign has focused on:
• A fully-funded National Disabilities Insurance Scheme
• Fully-resourced Campus Counselling and Disability Services
• Accessible Campuses
• Funding Mental Health Care
The campaign also supported National Days of Action. The campaign
led to two submissions to the Federal Government and peak university
bodies:
1. Fully-Funding NDIS and Mental Health Care;
2. University Campus Counselling and Disability Services.
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National Union of Students Disability
and Accessibility Conference 2018

In the Second Semester, I organised the inaugural NUS Disability and
Accessibility Conference (NUS DAC) in collaboration with the Monash
Students Association Disabilities and Carers Department. It was a two
day conference held at Monash University (Clayton) over the weekend
of the 29th of September. We hosted about 30 delegates from across
Australian university campus disability and access departments and
collectives.
We heard from speakers including:
• Rachael Unwin, Research and Policy Officer of the Australian
Services Union about their national National Disability Insurance
Scheme campaign and Victorian mental health funding campaign;
• Bruce Maguire from Vision Australia about their report to make
learning forums more accessible for students who are blind or
vision impaired;
• Debbie Roberts from ‘Data for Inclusion’ website developers,
about mapping campus accessibility for students with disabilities.
Students also ran workshops on a range of topics including:
• Disability pride from an anti-capitalist perspective;
• Accessible social media;
• NUS Spoons Week;
• Funding campus counselling and disabilities services;
• Autonomous caucuses;
• and more!
We ran a screening of Defiant Lives about the disability rights movement
in Australia, the UK and the US. This is an important film and the only
one of its kind. While some of the scenes are confronting, it is pivotal
that as activists we understand the struggle for the disability rights
movement in particular key disability rights protections and legislation
that is in place today.
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During the week of the 1st to the 5th of October, I visited Victorian
university campuses to run stalls to mark NUS Spoons Week. NUS
Spoons Week raised awareness of Spoons Theory and promoted
student issues and disability campaigns on campus. I produced braille
posters for the stalls and campus events taking place around the
country.
The Disabilities Department has also worked hard this year to consult
with students and produce a guide on Accessible Activism - this is
so important to ensure that all students no matter of their ability and
background can engage with the student and union movements.
Overall I have been honoured to be your 2018 NUS Disabilities Officer
and I hope that NUS can keep up the good fight for disability rights into
the future.
Respect Existence or Expect Resistance.
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In my year as National Ethno-cultural
Officer, I sought to reorient the office
towards being vocal on issues of racism
and global solidarity with a greater
focus on activism. Given the scale of
racism at the level of policy, institutional
discrimination and media propaganda,
there is no better contribution that
NUS could make in this sphere than to
involve as many students as possible
in campaigns to actively opposing racism. This
had to occur whether the instances of racism
were on campus (e.g. the bashing of Abdullah
Qaiser in August or the detention of Mohammed
Kamer Nizamdeen) or wider issues like refugee and
Indigenous rights. Anti-racist campaigning resonates with
students all around the country and it has been another successful
instance of engaging students with NUS through activism.
Scott Morrison’s ascension was something I responded to quickly in
order to reinforce the expected continue of institutional racism from the
Liberal Government, no matter who was at the helm. A snap rally in
late August attracted upwards of a hundred people, mostly students.
Since then, Morrison has been pushing an anti-immigrant line to drum
up popularity, with cuts to intake and a plan to push immigrants out of
cities. In this rhetoric, he was joined by former NSW Opposition leader
Luke Foley. It’s clear that NUS must have an independent voice on this
issue as with others in order to take a principled anti-racist stand.
The far right and their continued racism is a feature of global politics and
Australia is unfortunately no exception with many politicians and public
figures feeling empowered to spread this division. International far right
agitators like Milo Yiannopoulos, Tommy Robinson and Gavin McInnes
also want a slice of racist attention here in Australia. Throughout the
year I assisted with a protest against Pauline Hanson in Perth and I
have assisted with promoting demonstrations against all three of these
international figures.
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I was also involved in organising against Trump’s slated November visit
until he cancelled. However, these figures are not gone forever and it
will be important to get the ball rolling when we know their next tour
dates.
An echo of the far right’s white supremacist sentiment can be found
in the Ramsay Centre for Western Civilisation, which has moved on
from ANU and is trying (with a great deal of cooperation from university
management) to set up a degree for “Western Civilisation” at the
University of Sydney. Efforts from staff and students, both of which I
was involved in, have stalled the negotiations and forced a number of
concessions through rallies and petitions.
In Palestine, the atrocities against Palestinians fighting for their
homeland continue, amid calls from sections of Australian politics to
move the Australian embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem. Solidarity with
the Palestinian struggle will always be an important component of antiracist work in Australia. I have been involved in a Palestine Action Group
demonstration, as well as the campaign by the Boycott Divestments
Sanctions movement Australia for SBS to Boycott Eurovision since it
will be held on Palestinian land in 2019.
In the last months, a welcome shift has occurred on the issue of refugees,
with awareness raised and opinion polls lightening for the demand of
#KidsOffNauru. Though there remains plenty of work to be done, this
is one step towards getting all refugees out of offshore detention and
here to Australia and shows the potential for progressive anti-racist
campaigns to make substantial headway.
I have participated in the initial organising
and promotion of the Palm Sunday rally for
refugees in Sydney next year.
This activist work needs to be kept up in
2019 to add a student union voice to antiracism and global solidarity.
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I want to start off my report by saying how great
it is that we are having our National Conference
at Federation University this year. It is great to
bring students to a campus outside of the Group
of 8, and outside of metropolitan areas to discuss
issues that are affecting students across the country.
Throughout the year I have strived to be active in the circles of student
activism that are normally dominated by students at the big universities.
By attending National Days of Actions, sessions of my state’s Education
Action Groups, as well as Educational and National Conference I hope
I’ve provided a different perspective into the conversations around
student organising.
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Students at small and regional campuses in the country experience
both unique and shared issues with the national student body. National
campaigns such as the Raise the Rate campaign, and the campaign
to end sexual violence on campus hold just as much pertinence in
the experience of regional students as those studying at city based
campuses, and their voices, stories, and needs should continue to be
recognised as important features of any NUS campaigns. The strides
that these campaigns have made this year will be felt heavily on regional
campuses and it is vital that the positive work of the NUS continues in
these spaces.
However, in looking forward to handing over to my successor, I hope
that they have a greater capacity to campaign for specific regional
causes than I have had across this year. Issues such as the forced
roll out of cashless welfare into regional student communities, closure
or amalgamation of regional campuses, as well as consistent attacks
on regional TAFE funding making the choice to study regionally for
students even more difficult, need a strong oppositional representative.
I look forward to identifying and speaking to these issues at conference
this year, as well as recommending to the incoming office bearer ways
to effectively campaign around these issues. It is my opinion however,
that greater focus from the National Union of Students as a whole is
required to shine a light on these issues.
In closing, I want to encourage everyone involved in the Union to engage
with the Small and Regional department. With the disparity and spread
of campuses throughout the country, it can be difficult for the office
bearer in this position to know where to begin and which issues are felt
across the country. The best way for this department to function going
forward is through open and accessible communication of ideas.
Sincere thanks to the other Office Bearers and the friends I have made
throughout the year, and good luck to the incoming team and student
leaders in continuing the work of this organisation.
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This year we have seen education and research
funding being cut, penalty rates being removed,
one-year into the legislation of marriage equality,
and Higher Education Loan Program debt’s
being capped. With such I have just started in
this position mid-way through 2018, so most
of my time has been spent settling into the role
and focussing on developing a national survey on
student values.
We rolled out the Student Values Survey in November through stalls
and emails, with 336 responses. This is a great start to allow for a
preliminary insight into student values. The survey has been designed
to understand larger values and attitudes of students on what issues
both Universities and Government should focus. Ideally, we wanted to
design a survey that tapped into many areas of Student Values, but
length and complexity meant that larger issues were the sole focus.
Since starting we aimed to gather student values and principles to
present it to the elected 2019 Federal Government. This survey was
designed with the input from a range of union based stakeholders,
including the National Tertiary Education Union (NTEU) and Council
of Australian Postgraduate Association (CAPA). The survey was then
pre-tested with students to understand and analysis how individuals
interpreted the questions.
In 2019, we are extending the survey to a larger number of students
through university O weeks around the nation, while working with the
new Office Bearers to tackle potential issues with the incoming federal
government. Due to timeframes needed to design and implement a
survey and the federal election now called for May, such steps at the
beginning of the year including a larger level of analysis is improbable.
Therefore, survey design and a preliminary analysis was completed in
2018.
The results of the survey are shown within the next pages of this report.
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Executive summary

This preliminary research found that participants value the following:
● Combating climate change (Questions 12, 13, and 14);
● Social equality including tackling racism and gender inequality
(Questions 12, 14 and 16);
● Economic equality (Questions 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18);
● Support for homeless people (Questions 12 and 13);
● Education (Questions 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, and 18);
● Mental Health (Questions 12, 13, mentioned in ‘Other’, and 16);
● Social consciousness (Questions 11, 14, 15, 16 and 18).
Participants believed that Universities and the Government should
tackle the following:
● Climate change;
● The rising cost of living;
● The rising cost of housing prices;
● Social inequalities;
● Homelessness;
● Education expense and lack of support;
● Mental health.
This shows that at an aggregate level participants value change that will
assist the environment and socially and economically disadvantaged
people to have more opportunities to thrive.
The design of this survey follows similar methodology to the World Values
survey at a smaller and more specific level. The number of responses
is around 95% confidence level with around 5% margin of error. This
means that we can be 95% confident that the responses within this
survey are representative of the population and any percentage could
have +/- 5% margin of error. This could arguably be representative of
Australian student population; however, there is still a large room for
error, especially when percentages of particular questions are close.
The first 10 questions asked participants on demographics and the last
eight ask on student values and attitudes.
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Demographics

336 participants completed the
survey with the majority
from Victoria (26.79%),
the Australian Capital
Territory (23.21%),
South Australia
(22.62%), and New South
Wales (19.05%). Further
representation is needed
further in Queensland
(5.95%), Western Australia
(2.08%), Northern Territory
(0.30%), and Tasmania (0%).
The majority of the participants either work casually or do not work at
all with 4 out of 10 participants work casually (40.18%; dark purple) and
2 and a half out of 10 do not work (24.11%; violet). Unpaid workers
(such as in internships and volunteering) were under 1 in 10 people
at 6.55% (blue). Approximately 2 in 10 work part-time with 11.61%
(amethyst) of the participants in ongoing part-time work and 8.04%
(magenta) for contract part-time work. 1 in 10 participants work fulltime with 6.25% (dark blue) ongoing and 3.27% contract (baby blue).

The top three universities with the highest participation were the
Australian National University (25.0%), Flinders University (18.2%), and
University of Melbourne (11.9%).
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QUESTION 11.

Australian Society

The majority of the participants selected the Australian society needing
change over time (47.3%). This was followed by the option of Australian
society needing to be improved gradually be reforms (27.7%), showing
most participants (89.9%) selected an option that presented an option
for societal change. To give more context to what kind of governmental
or university change is needed, further questions were asked.

QUESTION 12.

Issues of the Australian Government

Question 12 asked participants to select as many options as they
desired on the big issues that the Australian government is currently
facing (see table below for a list of optional). The issues of Climate
Change (68.2%), Social Inequality (60.1%), and Housing Prices (53.0%)
were the most frequently checked as a big governmental issue. An
‘Other’ option was provided for participants to indicate other issues that
were not provided. This also allowed for participants to select none of
the responses and only select ‘Other’. Approximately 1 in 8 participants
selected the ‘Other’ option (12.2%). Such responses included themes
of ‘mental health’, ‘Government debt and spending’, ‘infrastructure’, ‘a
need for alternative to neoliberal capitalism’, ‘refugees’, and ‘racism’.
These results suggest that at an aggregate level that participants are
concerned about a variety of issues from micro individual level to a larger
macro societal level. They also provide issues beyond the selected,
showing engagement of Australian politics.
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QUESTION 13.

Focus of the Australian Government

Question 13 was then linked as possible solutions to the issues of
Question 12. This question also allowed for participants to select more
than one option. Participants found that sustainable environmental
policies (70.8%), mental health services and affordable housing for
homeless people (64.6%), onshore processing for refugees and
asylum seekers while also providing more opportunities for immigration
(57.1%), and expanding social service protections (56.6%) were the
most important to the group.
To gain further insight into participant values, we analysed the association
between what participants selected in each question. It can be seen in
associations between aggregated results that 61.0% of participants that
checked climate change in Question 12 also selected the corresponding
proposed solution to develop sustainable environmental policies to
combat climate change in Question 13. Nearly a quarter of participants
(22.0%) selected neither options, while 17.0% selected only one.
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This means that participants who were concerned with climate change
were more likely to select both climate change options in Questions 12
and 13, suggesting that a large portion of the participants are concerned
over climate change as 78.0% of participants ticking one of the boxes.
Moreover, participants that checked the homeless option in Question
12 were more likely to also check the corresponding point in Questions
13 (38.4%) of more mental health services and affordable housing for
homeless people. 26.2% of participants only selected the homeless
option in Question 13 with 9.5% selecting only the corresponding
option in Question 12, while 26.0% selected neither. This suggests
that most participants found homelessness to be an issue that
needed to be addressed through mental health and housing support,
yet a significant proportion of 26.2% of the participants thought that
the mental health and housing support was important regardless of
whether they perceived it to be an issue for the Australian government.
A similar proportion of 26.0% did not see either as an issue or solution
that needed to be implemented.
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The options for immigration and refugees are inverted. The option in
Question 12 asked whether participants were concerned about border
security, while Question 13 the option asked for whether there should be
onshore processing and more opportunities for immigration. The results
were also inverse with the majority of the participants (53.3%) selecting
onshore processing and further opportunities for immigration, while
not selecting border security. However, there was a large percentage
(38.1%) that selected neither.
Social services including welfare in Question 12 and Question 13 also
had an association with the majority of participants (42.0%) selecting
that there is an issue of a lack of social protections (Question 12) and
the need to expand said protections (Question 13). However, a large
percentage of participants did not select either option (36.0%). This
suggests that the expansion of social services is an issue that many
participants found to be of value.
Approximately 1 in 16 (7.4%) of participants provided ‘Other’ solutions.
These solutions included themes around ‘anti-privatisation’, ‘cheaper
utilities’, ‘looking after the agricultural sector including farmers’,
‘expanding mental health support with Medicare’, ‘establish indigenous
governance mechanisms, ‘end black deaths in custody’, ‘focus on
rights of women’, and ‘up skill the nation’.
QUESTION 14.

Society

These questions asked whether participants strongly agreed to strongly
disagreed with the following statements. The weighted average has
the lowest numbers with the most agreed with statements and higher
numbers with the most strongly disagree. Between 1 and 3 is agree,
3 and 5 is neutral to strongly disagree. As the weighted averages are
between full numbers it shows the average of participant selections.
For example, if a weighted average is 1.5 that shows the participants
predominantly agree or strongly agree with the statement.
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Participants most agreed with social services being run by the
government rather than private companies, and that the environment
should be protected even if there is slower economic growth and
loss of jobs. This is consistent with findings in previous questions that
show climate change to be a huge concern for participants. Yet, the
question of social services looks to see how participants wish to see
social protections run – by government or private corporations. The
dichotomy in statements pro-environment over economy and proeconomy over environment is compared with the how participants
responded to climate change in Questions 12 and 13. This allows us
to understand how the values interact with new factors introduced. For
example, the majority of participants (93.0%) that ticked Question 12
climate change, either agreed or strongly agreed with the environment
protection question in Question 14. When asked a direct question
on environmental options, more participants (86.6%) agreed that
environmental protection is vital even if there are slower economic
growth or some loss of jobs, compared to those that ticked climate
change in Question 12 (68.2%) and Question 13 (70.8%).
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QUESTION 15.

Society and me

The weighted average shows that participants strongly agreed that they
should do good for society, unions have an important role to advocate,
and would like to own a home in the next 15 years. Contrastingly,
participants generally feel like they cannot buy a home in the next 15
years.

Analysis found that 67.3% of participants that agreed with unions
having an important role to advocate for them, also thought student
services and associations should be a focus for universities (Question
17). This means that seeing as union and student association advocacy
is important to participants, access to resources and infrastructure is
important for student associations and unions is vital to maintain a
student voice.
Almost half of the participants (49.4%) stated that they feel they are
unlikely to buy a house but wanted to in 15 years. 28.9% of participants
felt they wanted to own a home and that it was likely they would be
able to in 15 years, with 18.8% not wanting to and believing they were
unable to buy a home in the next 15 years. The remaining 3.0% did not
want to own a home but believe that they could buy a home in 15 years.
The high percentages of participants that believe they are not able to
buy a house regardless of their desire to own one suggests a tension
between accessibility to the housing market that is currently perceived
within the Australian economic climate. Additionally, those participants
that thought it was unlikely for them to own a home to think the Australian
government has an issue with homelessness and housing prices (asked
in Question 12). Moreover, these same participants are more likely to
currently live in a house that is unaffordable to them (Question 18).
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QUESTION 16.

University Experience

Question 16 asked participants to rank the six options from most
important (1) to least important (6). The lower the number the more
important participants ranked the issue. As seen by the weighted average
in the table mental health was the highest concern, closely followed by
providing education that prepares students for employment and sexual
harassment on campuses. Women, Transgender people, Non-Binary,
prefer to self-describe, and prefer not to say (weighted average of 3.1390)
were slightly more likely to prioritise sexual harassment and assault than
men (weighted average of 3.2635). Participants that identified as men
ranked ‘Providing education that prepares students for employment’,
followed by ‘providing a valuable education in my discipline/subject
area’ as the highest on average, while those that identify as outside of
being male perceived ‘mental health concerns of students’ as the most
important on average, followed by ‘sexual harassment and assault on
campus’. This suggests that participants that did not identify as male
value safety and mental health more than adequate education due to
diverse lived experiences. Labor’s announcement of a commission into
sexual assault is much needed with such a finding.
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QUESTION 17.

University and me
Question 17 found that participants agreed the most strongly with the
statement of financial support, followed by the focus on student groups
funding. Participants most strongly disagreed with the level of university
debt is affordable.
Participants who disagreed with university debt affordability was slightly
more likely to also not select (54.0%) rather than select (46.0%) the cost
of degrees as a big issue for the Australian Government (Question 12).
However, this differs to how participants answered the cost of degrees
with the cost of university education is worth options and prospects
for future jobs with cost of degrees in Question 12. In this case, the
majority of participants (36.0%) did not tick cost of degrees as a big
issue for the Australian Government and did not agree that the cost of
their university education was worth the options for future jobs. Though
30.7% of participants thought that the cost of degrees was too high,
and also thought the debt was not worth the future options. Yet, the
majority of participants disagree that the level of debt is affordable and is
worth the prospect for future jobs (47.3%). While, 28.3% of participants
agreed that the debt is both affordable and worth the prospects for
future jobs. The remaining 24.4% are participants that agreed with one
statement but not the other. This means that participants find the cost
of degrees to be too expensive given the benefits.
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QUESTION 18.

University and support

Participants agreed mostly with feeling safe on campus (weighted
average of 2.1369), closely followed by their university providing
support when it is needed (weighted average of 2.3185). The options
of university mental health support averages close to the neutral option
suggesting that mental health is a concern for a portion of participants
(weighted average of 2.8482). Moreover, participants averaged to
disagree that the daily cost of living (weighted average of 3.2728). This
suggests students find the cost of living to be difficult while studying.

Participants that ticked that liveable wage is a big issue for the Australian
Government is less likely to agree (38.1%) compared to disagree
(12.2%) that the daily cost of living is affordable. Moreover, 31.8%
of participants agreed that the cost of living is unaffordable and that
providing a liveable wage is an issue for the Australian Government.
This shows that participants are likely to feel underpaid or unable to
work enough hours while studying to afford to live.
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Conclusions

Climate change and social inequalities were two major findings within
the preliminary analysis of the survey. The majority of participants feel
there should be some kind of change to current society, they differ in
how they believe the change should occur. However, the majority of
students show they are concerned with the following:
• Climate change;
• Social inequalities;
• Sexual Assault;
• Mental Health;
• Economic inequalities;
• Inadequate education quality;
• Cost of education.
Participants value the need for change within society from protecting
the environment to wanting Australia to be more inclusive both
economically and socially. At an aggregate level, the highly concerned
factors that participants have indicated shows that their values lie with
development and progression of social equality, economic stability,
sustainable policies to the protect the environment, and providing
support in mental health sectors.
As this is a preliminary analysis of a small sample this has been a
short summary of the findings. To give a better insight into Australian
students’ values the survey would need better representation of
various lived experiences and identities. These include areas such as
gender, Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander, part-time students, and
students living in Western Australia, Northern Territory, Queensland,
and Tasmania to get a better representative sample of Australian
students. It is within this larger sample size that further analysis into
the associations between participants’ type of work and their values
on job availability, security, and the affordability of daily living.
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Preliminary Recommendations

From this preliminary survey collection and analysis, NUS would
recommend the 2019 federal government focus on the following:
• Focus on combating climate change; this is even more pertinent
with the recent student strike for action on climate change during
the week of 26-30 November 2018;
• Build sustainable policies that support students while studying
so that education can be a priority;
• Provide more economic support systems for students seeing as
the majority of participants either work casually (and thus with
little job and economic security), do unpaid work, or do not work
at all;
• Focus on addressing social inequalities, specifically improving
discourses and policies that target individuals based on race,
gender, sexual orientation, low socio-economic status, or
disabilities;
• Provide guidelines and policies for consistent, accessible, and
well-resourced mental health care for students. This could
continue to be done at the University level with Government
providing across the board policies on maintaining adequate
care, or extend Medicare for better mental health support;
• Provide funding to focus on supporting homeless people through
mental health and housing opportunities;
• Insure accountability on the findings of the Australian Human
Rights Commission into Sexual Assault at Australian Universities;
• Regulate the cost of degrees to ensure lower and more affordable
debt levels so that more people can have access to education.
This is so that student’s needs and values are more adequately addressed
and represented within the 2019 federal government. It would be a great
disservice for the 2019 government to not acknowledge the values and
needs of 1.4 million Australian students.
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Glossary of Acronyms
ACOSS
Australian Council of Social Service
ACTU
Australian Council of Trade Unions
CAPA
CISA

Council of Australian Postgraduate Associations
Council of International Students Australia

EROC

End Rape On Campus

HECS
HELP
HESLA

Higher Education Contribution Scheme
Higher Education Loan Program
Higher Education Student Loan Amendment

NDA
NOB
NTEU
NUS
NX

National Day of Action
National Office Bearer
National Tertiary Education Union
National Union of Students
National Executive

TEQSA

Tertiary Education Quality and Standards Agency

UA
UATSIS

Universities Australia
Union of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Students
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